The Ohio State University Airport (KOSU) is a nationally recognized leading general aviation facility. It has been partnering with the community to expand opportunities for citizens of Ohio since 1942. As an executive airport on a university campus, KOSU serves as a learning lab for future professionals, a facility for university research and a service provider to regional industry.
1. **Barnstormer Brutus**  
   Designed for the Brutus on Parade fundraiser in 2007 by Gail Rosenblum, Brutus has been on display at the Ohio State airport since 2016.  
   
   Go to second floor via stairs/elevator

2. **Oops! Right City, Wrong Airport**  
   Read about the airline pilot that mistook KOSU for Port Columbus International Airport.

3. **1940 Piper J3 Cub**  
   This aircraft was used for training at Columbus’ Norton Field during World War II for Civilian Pilot Training and War Training Service. Harley D. Snook, a CPT flight instructor, purchased it after the war and operated the aircraft at Snook Field in Reynoldsburg. Don Peters, Snook’s former student, donated the Cub to the Ohio State in 2018 in Snook’s honor.

4. **NetJets Observation Deck**  
   Enjoy views of the airfield while learning about the aircraft that frequent it.

5. **Don Scott and Pioneers of Aviation**  
   Read about the namesake of the airport, and view the digital presentation of the pioneers of aviation at Ohio State.

6. **Aviation Artwork Gallery**  
   Learn about the historical artwork donated by Edward Pernotto on the wall-mounted plaques or online at go.osu.edu/aviationartwork

   Go to first floor via stairs/elevator

7. **Flight Education Dispatch Desk**  
   Pilots-in-training check in for their flight slots here, pick up aircraft keys, meet flight instructors and plan for flights.

8. **Flight Simulator Lab** (do not enter)  
   Flight education students practice on Frasca and Redbird flight training devices.

9. **Flight Team Awards**  
   These trophies have been awarded to members of the Ohio State Flight Team, an aviation-based competition team with flight and ground events.

10. **Airport History Timeline**  
    Did you know Orville Wright helped select the site of the first Ohio State airport? Learn fun historical facts and trivia on the airport timeline, from 1917 to today.
The Ohio State University Airport is not only a travel gateway to and from central Ohio, we also offer a variety of opportunities for community involvement. Visit our website to learn about youth outreach programs, our annual 5K, scheduling a speaker and to download activity sheets. We welcome you to our accommodating, accessible and inspiring airport. go.osu.edu/airportoutreach
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